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Pre-pandemic Event 201 Coronavirus Simulation
Was Devised at Infamous World Economic Forum
Confab in Davos
Pre-pandemic simulation was bootstrapped on sidelines of World Economic
Forum's annual conference.
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*** 

The  planning  stages  for  Event  201,  the  notoriously  timed  pre-pandemic  coronavirus
simulation to prepare for “a similar pandemic in the future,” traces back to the World
Economic Forum’s (WEF) annual invite-only, ruling class convention in Davos, Switzerland.

The Gates Foundation and The World Economic Forum, among others, joined forces for the
October 18, 2019 event — which occurred just weeks before the first reported coronavirus
case in Wuhan — much earlier than previously understood. The planning stages for Event
201 first occurred on the sidelines January, 2019 World Economic Forum gathering in Davos,
The Dossier has learned.

In relatively unnoticed social media posts, organizers discussed the formation of Event 201
from the sidelines of the World Economic Forum event.

On January 23, 2019, Tom Inglesby, the director of the Johns Hopkins Center for Health
Security,  became  the  first  person  to  publicly  announce  the  formation  of  Event  201,  in
partnership  with  the  Gates  Foundation  and  the  World  Economic  Forum.  Inglesby’s
organization would later host the event in New York City.

Excited to announce today that @JHSPH_CHS + @wef + @gatesfoundation
partnering in Oct 2019 exercise called "Event 201" that will engage leaders
from global business, national governments, international orgs in response to
novel pandemic #Davos2019 1/2

— Tom Inglesby, MD (@T_Inglesby) January 23, 2019
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Event 201 will shine light on need for pub health, global business, science,
finance,  security  &  political  leadership  to  be  fully  engaged  +  working  for
common purposes to meet challenge of new pandemic. Business will need gov,
and gov will need business #wef #Davos2019 2/2

— Tom Inglesby, MD (@T_Inglesby) January 23, 2019

#wef if you step away from the meetings #Davos2019 looks like this, and the
p e o p l e  w h o  l i v e  a n d  w o r k  h e r e  a r e  w a r m  a n d  g r a c i o u s
pic.twitter.com/cklAWeXPlp

— Tom Inglesby, MD (@T_Inglesby) January 23, 2019

The  theme  for  the  Davos  event  that  year  was  “Globalization  4.0:  Shaping  A  Global
Architecture in the Age of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.”

Why is Davos significant?

The World Economic Forum has become the go-to narrative and ideas shop for the global
ruling class, weaponizing campaigns for their ideological agenda that are now advanced by
the worlds most powerful individuals and organizations, through slogans and movements
such as “The Great Reset” and “Build Back Better,” among others. The WEF and its backers
seek to impose an extremely authoritarian agenda upon humanity,  under the guise of
healing the planet from climate change. WEF founder Klaus Schwab has elaborated on this
movement for technocratic tyranny through his recent books, such as “Covid-19 The Great
Reset” and the “Fourth Industrial Revolution.”

The first person to retweet the Event 201 announcement was none other than Ronald Klain,
who is currently serving as the White House chief of staff under President Joe Biden.

Inglesby is now a senior adviser at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
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(HHS), in addition to his role at Hopkins.

6 days later, Ryan Morhard, who at the time led the World Economic Forum’s work on
“global health security,” became the second person to highlight the planned WEF-Gates
coronavirus war-game in New York.

We shared that, this Fall,  we will  convene a high-level simulation – “Event
201”, in collaboration with @gatesfoundation and @JHSPH_CHS to further raise
awareness and address challenges to multistakeholder collaboration. 8/11

— Ryan Morhard (@RyanMorhard) January 29, 2019

Event 201 would not again be discussed in public for another 7 months, when in August
2019, the Johns Hopkins Center launched a website dedicated to the coming simulation.

On  Oct  18  in  partnership  w/  @WEF  &  @gatesfoundation  we  will  host
#Event201  a  pandemic  exercise  that  simulates  dilemmas  associated  w/
response  to  a  hypothetical,  but  scientifically  plausible  #pandemic.  Are  govt.,
health  &  business  leaders  prepared  to  act?  https://t.co/phz7Qcinfl
pic.twitter.com/xh19DbUXwa

— Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security (@JHSPH_CHS) August 22, 2019

For more on Event 201, read The Dossier’s latest report on the infamous October, 2019
coronavirus simulation that warned of a coming “similar pandemic in the future.”

Previous  investigative  reporting  on  Event  201  had  mistakenly  considered  the
aforementioned  August,  2019  date  as  the  first  mention  of  the  infamous  pre-pandemic
coronavirus  simulation.  However,  we  now  know  that  Event  201  was  first  devised  at  the
infamous  WEF  Davos  confab  in  January  2019.

*
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The Worldwide Corona Crisis, Global Coup d’Etat Against
Humanity

by Michel Chossudovsky

Michel Chossudovsky reviews in detail how this insidious project “destroys people’s lives”.
He  provides  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  everything  you  need  to  know  about  the
“pandemic” — from the medical  dimensions to the economic and social  repercussions,
political underpinnings, and mental and psychological impacts.

“My  objective  as  an  author  is  to  inform people  worldwide  and  refute  the  official  narrative
which has been used as a justification to destabilize the economic and social fabric of entire
countries, followed by the imposition of the “deadly” COVID-19 “vaccine”. This crisis affects
humanity in its entirety: almost 8 billion people. We stand in solidarity with our fellow
human beings and our children worldwide. Truth is a powerful instrument.”
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